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“Education
is the most powerful 
weapon which you can 
use to change the world.”

Nelson Mandela



Editorial
Dear Fleming. event attendees, 

With 2016 coming to an end, I can’t help but evaluate. 
Over three hundred events gathering 20,000 attendees 
served not only to nourish business connections, help 
professionals and companies from different industries 
to fuel up innovation and knowledge but also made us 
wiser as an event organizer. I would like to thank you 
for that.

2016 was a turbulent year not only on a global scale 
– geopolitical changes, oil price volatility, armed 
conflicts – but also for us as an event organizer. 
Starting January 2017, a different approach along with 
new, futuristic and exciting topics are being prepared 
and our pipeline is getting stronger than ever.

Whether it’s a conference, training or exhibition, we 
strive to make it unique and inspiring. For 2017, we 
see the blooming potential in providing tailor-made 
blended learning solutions. Pilot projects have already 
been released and we are beyond optimist for what 
awaits us.

The people behind our successful projects, my 
colleagues, have been crafting valuable content 
during the whole year. In case you’ve missed some, 
we’ve put together the best articles from 2016 into one 
package. Unwrap it to enjoy all the articles, interviews 
and infographics.

Thank you for being with us in 2016 and I look forward 
to meeting you again at our 2017 Fleming. events!

by Martin Valovsky, CEO, Fleming.

“Behind every Fleming. 
event is a team of 
experienced and 
enthusiastic people.”
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4
Reasons 
to Attend 
B2B Events

1. Learn and have fun
 
We know that learning is the most obvious 
reason and you are definitely aware that 
constant learning helps to maintain career 
development and ensures professional growth.  
 
At business gatherings, you can meet with fresh 
perspectives and learn from others. You will 
hear about facts and statistics that will help 
you to better understand the market and you 
can learn about free resources that you can try.  
 
Additionally, if you are looking for opportunities 
to breathe new life into a job which is starting to 
not feel exciting any more, just attend a confer-
ence. Why? Because after participating at an 
event, you will be fully recharged and ready to be 
responsible for implementing the takeaways you 
have learned. New perspectives and goals inject a 
new dynamism into your everyday work and will 
definitely help to provide career enhancement for 
you or your employees. 

2. Broaden 
professional 
connections
 
Meet with professionals in person who work in the 
same industry and realise what real human con-
nection can bring to your company. Network, col-
laborate, establish strategic partnerships… Do not 
be afraid that others will discover your confiden-
tial advantages. Today’s rapidly changing market 
requires players to be informed and to inform 
each other about innovative products and services 
which are necessary for competitive businesses.  
 
You will also be able to connect with great vendors 
who are there to present the best solutions and  
products for your company.

3. Share ideas 
at the conference 
and back home
 
Be interactive at an event and you will have the 
possibility to get immediate answers to your 
unique business questions and challenges from 
credible speakers. To foster information sharing 
effectively and in a fun way, we use the sli.do 
application at Fleming. conferences. This easily 
accessible application offers the possibility for 
attendees to ask questions, vote in polls, discuss 
topics via the interactive sli.do wall, network 
with other delegates online and much more.  
 
After the event, share the materials, presentations 
and speaker handouts with your colleagues. If you 
would like to make the most out of your attend-
ance, you should prepare presentations and share 
what you’ve learned. The responsibility of bring-
ing something back to share will encourage you to 
be engaged and an active participant during the 
conference. 

4. ROI 
Return On Investment

The ultimate question, however, is how to increase 
your ROI at an event.
 
As in many other cases, ROI calculation might be 
difficult, especially in the case of attending an event. 
How can we measure the benefits of new inspira-
tions, new connections, the confidence to try new 
things, the strategic value of continuous training or 
the personal development of becoming an expert?  
 
There are so many factors which we simply 
cannot translate into numbers. But we all know 
the above advantages and key reasons foster the 
progress of your organisation toward its potential.  
 
In Fleming. you will find the right partner to 
support your business growth and help you 
achieve your goals.

Read our article about why you or your employees  
should attend B2B Events. 
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The ultimate guide to  
attending a conference
(and making the most of it) 

1. What’s my intention? 

Are you attending to refine your skills, build 
relationships, make sales, or do you just need to 
get away from the office?  
In case you think your current job is just a 
transitional position, feel free to simply enjoy the 
atmosphere and fun features of the event. 
However, if you’re actually trying to achieve 
something valuable in your field, make sure 
you invest your energy properly and soak 
up all the possible knowledge, learn new 
skills and build meaningful connections. 

2. Pick a topic 
according to your needs
There is nothing worse than aimlessly spend-
ing your educational budget on something 
your company won’t benefit from. Focus on the 
targets, whether they are short-term or long-term, 
and pick a topic that will keep you interested 
throughout the two (or more) days of the event. 
Are your needs too specific and none of the confer-
ences covers them properly? You might have a look 
at tailor-made in-house trainings, where you pick 
not only the exact set of topics but also the time 
and location.

3. Dress accordingly 
but memorably
Opt for a distinct style that will make people 
remember you. Are you a fan of scarfs, colorful 
ties or necklaces? Do not slip into uniformity just 
because you think this is a formal business event. 
Don’t pretend to be somebody you’re not. However, 
the opposite also applies – you’re not there to cause 
any outrage :)

4. It takes three 
contacts before 
people are aware 
that you exist
Meaning not just shaking hands and exchanging 
business cards. Do you have published work or 
cases you’d like to go through? Bring some tan-
gible proof with you and present your qualities, 
take advice, discuss and leave enriched with new 
perspectives.

5. Improve your 
experience but don’t 
get too caught up
Much of the networking and communicating that 
goes on at conferences now happens via Twitter, 
Facebook and LinkedIn. Follow, hashtag, tweet, 
share – this is definitely going to be very useful. 
But don’t forget that face-to-face interaction is 
what really matters.

6. The good old 
follow-up
This has been said many times, but we cannot 
forget to mention this important issue once again. 
Sometimes, all it takes is adding somebody on 
LinkedIn or following him on Twitter. Take the 
time to write a short message, ask them how 
they’ve been or exchange mutual photos from the 
conference. Your future is created by connecting 
the dots of the past.

Sources: 
www.odrnews.com/4140.php
https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-
business/openforum/articles/the-ultimate-guide-
to-making-the-most-of-business-conferences/
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How to 
Network 

like a Pro

So your company cares about your professional 
development and sends you to a conference, 
workshop or a training… Awesome! Listening to 
exciting presentations and case studies may teach 
you a lot, but there’s also the invaluable benefit of 
networking. While some people find the network-
ing part the most fun and can fully take advantage 
of this opportunity, less extroverted individuals 
can feel intimidated and might just want to get 
through the event with minimum interaction. 
We’ve prepared a few simple tips on how to fully 
squeeze the potential of networking without 
having to be overly chatty or suffer through 
awkward silences.

1. Go Social
Events nowadays have a huge presence on social 
media: Twitter, Linkedin, Facebook or even Insta-
gram. Use the conference hashtag, find your peers 
online, make connections and learn about the 
people you’re going to meet. This way you’ll feel 
much more confident face to face.

2. Prepare your pitch
Summing up a few points about what you and 
your company do is a great conversational start-
ing point. Of course, don’t brag too much – and 
prepare basic questions for your counterparts.

3. Starting a 
conversation
Joining a group of people might seem intimi-
dating; relieve some of the awkwardness with 
informed, relevant conversation starters to get in 
the swing of things together. In case you’re at a 
cross-industry event, research some of the topics 
and industry news of your peers.

4. Step out of your 
comfort zone
...and approach the people you admire or actually 
came for.
You have the unique opportunity to meet someone 
you respect for their thought leadership. Give them 
a chance to get to know you and find out about 
your skills and knowledge by having an interest-
ing conversation. Make yourself visible and you’ll 
open doors to unknown opportunities.

5. Battle the 
awkward silence
Our biggest enemy. Happens to the best of us. The 
key is to embrace your empathetic self and show 
interest in the other person. If they’re worth your 
attention, I’m sure you have genuine interest in 
getting to know them better. Ask them what you’re 
curious about.

6. Get what you 
came for
Whether those are business cards, phone numbers 
or the chance of a future business meeting, the 
key is flexibility and confidence. Stay diplomatic 
by stressing the mutual benefit of what you’re 
requesting.

7. End the conversation 
at the right time
If you feel like it’s time to move on, saying some-
thing like
“Let me know how your project goes, I’d love to 
know how that turns out” is a great conversation 
exit strategy. Or ask them, “Have you seen George 
from [company name] tonight? I’ve been meaning 
to chat with them.” Efficient and elegant.

8. Use the opportunities 
of event features
Top-level event organisers understand their at-
tendees and know how to get them engaged. 
Spicing things up with Roundtable discussions, 
Jam sessions, Q&As and interaction tools such 
as sli.do will make the networking much more 
natural and fun. This is also great for those nor-
mally afraid to raise their hand. 

9. Don’t underestimate 
after-event follow-ups
Remember the times you went to a summer camp, 
made tons of friends, exchanged addresses but 
your letter friendship just faded away or you never 
got back to them at all? This is the most common 
mistake of many event attendees. The connections 
are short lived, and people just forget and go back 
to their daily routine. In the business world, these 
represent many missed opportunities.
The next time you look for someone skilled to help 
you out with something, you might just message a 
friend you met at an event and solve the situation 
immediately.
Having great connections and good relationships 
is a great advantage which will make your profes-
sional life a lot easier.
Source: https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/146726/file-
205975508-pdf/How-To-Network-At-Conferences.pdf
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The ugly truth 
about being 
beautiful
Cosmetic testing that uses 
animals is notably controver-
sial. Dripping chemicals into 
the eyes, shaving the fur and 
deliberate irritation to skin, long 
exposure to potential carcino-
gens or dangerous substances 
without pain relief drugs… 
Even if not tested, products often 
include substances like animal 
fat, fish scales, hormones, 
stomach enzymes, gelatin, liver 
oil, animal gland steroids, wax 
and honey or even shark and 
turtle oil.
The European Union took a step 
forward in March 2013, when a 
new law was fully implemented 
and made it illegal to sell ani-
mal-tested cosmetics in Europe, 
even if the testing was done 
outside Europe. However, vivi-
section (experimentation on live 
animals) continues. 1,170,326 
signatures were collected, but 
the initiative to stop vivisection 
was denied by the EU Commis-
sion.
Despite the remarkable progress 
that’s been made, ingredients 
used in cosmetics may still be 
tested on animals in the EU 
under REACH, the world’s largest 
chemical testing programme. 
Also testing on animals for 

household products continues. 
And when you Google cosmetic 
companies that still test on 
animals, around 330 names 
come up! 
Scientists should follow the three 
Rs in order to reduce the impact 
of research on animals: Reduc-
tion, Refinement and Replace-
ment. Reducing the number of 
animals used in experiments 
and refining the experiment in 
a way that the animal suffers 
as little as possible should be 
commonplace when they can’t 
abstain from the use of animals. 
But the third “R” is the best way 
to go – replacement with alter-
native methods such as in-vitro 
testing, research with human 
volunteers or test tube methods. 
Products in Europe that are 
not tested on animals carry the 
symbol of the “Leaping Bunny”. 
Take action, look for informa-
tion, sign petitions and check 
what products you are buying. 
#becrueltyfree 

Sources: 
www.peta.org 
https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Animal_testing
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Big data, digital technology and the internet 
are constantly transforming every sphere 
of our day-to-day lives. Cisco predicts that 
50 billion devices (smartphones, household 
gadgets and office equipment) will be 
wirelessly connected via a network of sensors 

to the internet by 2020. 

Starting with sectors like information 
technology, the automotive industry, 

telecommunications, aerospace and defence, 
innovation has finally reached the pharmaceutical 

industry on a larger scale. Pharma companies filed 
12% more patents in 2014 than the year before and four 

pharmaceutical companies made it to the list of the Top 20 
World’s Most Innovative Companies created by Forbes.  
 
The growing intersection of biology and disrupting technology 
stands behind the increasing impact of digital health innovations 
on the pharma industry. 
 
What are the main digital trends boosting the pharmaceutical 
industry in 2016?

1. Precision medicine
 
To understand the biological basis of a disease, 
precision medicine converts DNA into data through 
a process called genome sequencing. It helps 
researchers predict the types of patients a drug will 
be most effective for, and who is likely to experience 
severe adverse effects, subsequently enabling 
the development of more targeted therapies. 
 
AstraZeneca UK is among the companies 
reportedly working with Genomics England on 
their project to sequence 100,000 genomes from 
70,000 NHS patients with rare diseases and 
cancer. Pfizer has struck a deal with 23andMe 
which will give them access to their community of 
patients with Parkinson’s and Crohn’s disease in 
order to look for genetic clues to their causes.

2. mHealth sensors
 
Mobile and wearable devices that can track 
movement, take measurements and record 
information are highly useful in post-market 
studies. By allowing people to participate in studies 
more easily, an mHealth app can engage very large 
numbers of individuals in different locations. By 
increasing the amount of data, your pool becomes 
more representative, naturally resulting in more 
accurate results.

3. 3D printing
 
The experiments and their results so far show 
the potential of 3D printed drugs to change not 
only the way drugs are manufactured, but also 
administered. By making slight adjustments 
to the software before printing, hospitals could 
adjust doses for individual patients, a process of 
personalisation that is otherwise prohibitively 
expensive.

4. Nanotechnology
 

With their microscopic size, nanoparticles can 
easily travel around the human body in the blood 
stream and assist in the delivery of anti-cancer 
drugs. Medical researchers are also investigating 
the potential to use microscopic robots called 
nanobots, which can be pre-programmed 
to perform tasks inside the human body.

5. Artificial intelligence
Computers with learning capabilities (e.g., IBM’s 
Watson) are able to digest and interpret millions 
of pages of scientific literature and data. These 
computers can assist pharma companies in 
the development of new drugs and improving 
existing ones. 
 
Johnson & Johnson is teaching Watson to read 
and understand scientific papers that detail 
clinical trial outcomes used to develop and 
evaluate medications and other treatments. 
Sanofi is exploring how it can speed up the 
discovery of alternative indications for their 
existing drugs. 
 
Steve Jobs predicted the intersection of biology 
and technology to be the biggest innovation of 
the 21st century, and you can be a part of it. 

Sources:  
http://blog.proclinical.com/top-5-emerging-innovations-in-
pharma 
http://innovationexcellence.com/blog/2015/12/26/7-top-
tech-trends-impacting-innovators-in-2016/ 
http://www.businessinsider.com/most-
innovative-industries-2015-5
http://www.forbes.com/innovative-companies/list/#tab:rank

Digital  
health
innovations
reshaping the pharma industry



1. What is the most sensitive 
part of a clinical trial and 
why?
 
“The most sensitive part of a 
clinical trial is the process of 
obtaining the informed consent 
form from the patients who have 
previously acquired knowledge 
about a particular pharmaceuti-
cal product still being studied 
for safety and efficacy. This part 
of the clinical trial is time con-
suming, since it requires a lot of 
time and patience by the inves-
tigator, who at the same time, 
is walking a fine line between 
standard medical practice and 
the research. The process of 
obtaining the informed consent 
form from the patient is an 
interactive process – one that 
varies from patient to patient 
and from one clinical trial to 
another, regardless of the fact 
that the same indications might 
apply. Successful completion of 
this process is essential to the 
realization of the clinical trial. 
Needless to say, this process 
lasts through the full duration of 

Interview with

Violeta Ristic

the clinical trial, or as long as the 
patient is an active participant. 
Therefore, the investigator must 
stay alert during the clinical 
trial and must constantly “keep 
an eye on” the patients, making 
sure they understand the risks, 
benefits or their rights during 
the trial. In addition, the inves-
tigator is required to document 
his observations as much as 
possible.”

2. What is the reality of the 
sponsor’s responsibilities 
to the study team and the 
patients?
 
“Regardless of the part of the 
world he comes from, a sponsor, 
one who designs the idea of a 
clinical trial and who organ-
ises the complicated procedures 
therein, must adapt his relation-
ships first with the members of 
the study team and, last but not 
least, with the patients.” 
 
a) Study Team – The sponsor 
must provide an experienced 
and highly motivated investiga-

tor who will lead the optimum 
number of the team members 
all following his directions and 
acclimating to the needs of the 
study protocol. The sponsor must 
adapt his research to applicable 
national regulatory require-
ments, which are sometimes 
overly demanding (especially in 
the third-world countries that 
represent bigger patient pull). In 
situations like this, the sponsor 
must be understanding and 
responsive in his compliance 
to the seemingly “unrealis-
tic” demands of the said site. 
 
b) Patients are humans who 
must be protected at all times – A 
sponsor must be honest and fair 
when it comes to verifying that 
the participating members of a 
clinical trial are well-educated 
about the safety and efficacy of 
the drug being tested. He must 
oversee that the given informa-
tion is presented in a familiar 
language, as well as the proce-
dures and schedules. A wise man 
said, “When in doubt, read the 
Declaration of Helsinki.”

Read the interview with Violeta Risic, GCP Inspector for the 
Agency for Drugs and Medical Devices of Serbia.

3. Can you give an example/
recent case where you 
observed a huge difference 
between the books/manuals 
and the real situation? What 
was the outcome from the 
case and what were the 
lessons for the future?
 
“In clinical trials, we often see 
a discrepancy between well-
defined policies written in the 
guidelines and manuals and the 
real situation, including adapta-
tion of instructions given to a 
clinical research team by their 
investigators. These discrepan-
cies and adaptations can be said 
to be present in more or less 

every clinical trial. The sponsor 
and the investigator should rec-
ognise them and proactively take 
control of the relevant change. 
We must remember that many 
of the world’s great discoveries 
have happened by accident. 
If our goal is to successfully 
promote good clinical practice 
and to sustain it, new models 
of practice must be designed, 
tested and defined. Therefore, 
we should be open minded and 
adopt new procedures that could 
refine the quality of clinical 
trials in exclusion of neglect at 
the rest of the sites – a cascading 

process of quality improvement.” 
 
“I will give you an example of a 
clinical trial that had discrep-
ancies in the following local 
regulations and international 
guidelines, not to mention the 
problem of signing ICF or even 
implementing new amend-
ments. The clinical team was 
untrained and without a clear 
understanding of the impor-
tance of said clinical trial. Need-
less to say, this was the team’s 
first clinical trial. So you wonder 
what the outcome was? To make 
a long story short, the data of that 
clinical trial were inadmissible, 
as expected, but we didn’t give 
up on the team. The team was 
educated and informed about 
what was expected of them, and 
the sponsor was informed of 
local regulations and his duties 
and responsibilities toward the 
local centre, team and patients. 
The clinical trial was not repeat-
ed, per se, but continued after 
the first one. This time strictly 
following protocol and under the 
stern guidance of the Agency, it 
had a different protocol number. 
The outcome was flawless, with 
all endpoints in place. This is 
a great example of the role the 
Agency should play: to educate 
and to implement the steps 
which are important to follow in 
a clinical trial.” 

Clinical trials: 
discrepancy between 
well-defined policies 
written in the guidelines 
and manuals and 
the real situation”
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What is the current 
regulatory landscape in 
emerging markets?

Emerging Markets, unlike 
mature markets, are in a con-
stant state of  regularly defining 
or redefining their regulations/
standards. They are in vari-
able stages of development. EMs 
cannot be viewed in totality as 
a harmonised set of countries. 
The diversity and complexity 
is a given norm,  and one needs 
to recognise and acknowledge 
this. This should be a basic un-
derstanding for one who wishes 
to embark in Emerging Markets. 

Interview with

PPM expert
from

Boehringer-Ingelheim
Kamani Gopalakrishna

Global Regulatory AffairsRegional  
Head of Regulatory Affairs,  
Emerging Markets

B O E H R I N G E R - I N G E L H E I M , 
Germany

This can be a positive playing field if one is able to use these oppor-
tunities of change. One needs to understand who is the key customer 
for regulators in huge EMs. For example, local pharma forms the 
bulk of the key customer base for major EMs. And hence, regulatory 
trends or requirements focus heavily on ensuring this customer base 
is adequately addressed. Emerging Markets still keep a close watch 
on mature markets, e.g., the EU or the US, for regulatory trends and 
guidelines. And registrations in a core reference market, e.g., the US 
or the EMA, are still an important prerequisite for most EMs. One 
needs to be constantly vigilant when working for Emerging Markets 
so as to decide and react fast, and this needs to be coupled with pa-
tience for long-term investments to pull through.

What are the main differences to consider when creating a 
product portfolio for an emerging markets?

In creating a product portfolio for an EM, important points of 
consideration include having a different mindset and time plan in 
terms of investment and having the time to see a benefit. A mixture 
of products & constant portfolio review to allow for short- & long-
term strategies & business goals to be met is essential. There is no 
single given fixed portfolio for an EM. Each EM/sub-region in an EM 
functions differently and hence a variable portfolio is necessary, 
e.g., established products, local manufacturing to shorten timelines, 
local partnerships to penetrate markets, etc.

Which are the biggest barriers broadening the gap between 
mature markets and emerging markets?

Access to medicines is the biggest challenge and widens the gap 
between EMs and mature markets. The dynamic political/social 
climate and often times lack of proper infrastructure in EMs adds 
to the level of complexity and unpredictability when working with 
EMs in contrast to mature markets – with mature markets, you know 
where you are heading and can risk manage situations better. The 
enforcement of patent/data protection laws is one other factor that 
is still both a barrier as well as a major consideration, and sets EMs 
apart from mature markets. Furthermore, emerging markets are 
highly dynamic; this introduces an intrinsic competitive spin in 
retaining and managing talent within these markets.

“Emerging Markets 
still keep a close 
watch on mature 
markets”
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The European chemical sector generates 17.0% of 
the world’s chemicals, employs 1.2 million workers 
and contributes €551 billion to the EU economy. 
Read further to discover the five top industry 
trends that are helping companies to stay relevant 
and continue to grow. 

According to the latest Roland Berger study, 
“Chemicals 2035 – Gearing up for growth: How 
Europe’s chemical industry can gain traction in a 
digitized world”, the market for chemical products 
is expected to grow to some €5.6 trillion by 2035, 
more than doubling its current size. Despite Asia’s 
strong growth, Europe is holding on.

Among the Top 10 chemical companies worldwide 
for 2015, based on the Financial Times Global 500 
list, we can find five European companies. 
 
Germany is the leading exporter of chemicals and 
pharmaceuticals in the world and therefore the 
country where our two main chemical conferences 
took place in 2016: the 4th Annual Sales & 
Marketing Effectiveness in Chemicals Forum & 
the Chemical Distribution Excellence Forum.

Savvy 
chemical brands 
and trends 
to follow

1st place - Bayer, 
Germany

2nd place - BASF, 
Germany

6th place - Henkel, 
Germany

7th place - Air 
Liquide, France

9th place - Linde, 
Germany

What are the five top 
industry trends that are 
helping companies stay 
relevant and continue to 
grow? 

1. Chemical clusters
Through strategic alliances with authorities, 
universities and other businesses, a company’s in-
novative potential rises and its R&D becomes more 
diverse. Clusters play an important role in improv-
ing supply chain competitiveness. Companies 
also turn into idea hubs or incubators, benchmark 
with competitors and attract employees better. 
Plus, the profile of the region where the cluster 
exists rises. For example, the ECSPP platform 
was established in 2005 to promote and represent 
European chemical parks and sites, and as of this 
day it keeps track of 59 chemical parks in Europe. 

2. Digital marketing
We have moved from the “age of feedstock” 
to the “age of application”. Meeting custom-
ers halfway, using social media, SEO, big data 
analysis or cloud computing works in favour 
of companies. They also use it for building the 
company image and sharing it with the public. 
For example, not many people know that Dow 
Chemicals supports Habitat for Humanity. At the 
end of March 2016, they announced the renewal 
of this partnership for the 34th consecutive year. 

3. CRM
Customer Relationship Management in chemicals 
is perfect for synchronising all channels and for 
managing and growing the customer base. Big 
companies such as Deloitte, Oracle or IBM offer 
solutions for chemical companies, helping them to 
create value chain management.

4. Identifying growth opportunities in emerg-
ing markets
Global megatrends such as biotechnology, sustain-
ability, new technologies, health awareness or oil 
prices also affect growth. Africa, India and China 
have emerged and are no longer terra incognita. 

5. Talent management
Retirement wave, competition, problems with at-
tracting Millennials, as well as globalisation and 
outsourcing make talent management a daunting 
challenge. Scholarships, internships, job fairs and 
interactive online communication are helping to 
attract talent. For example, in Germany, third line 
financing of universities promote top-level research 
and fund young scientists. The 11 universities chosen 
in 2012 can be seen on the map below.

Source: 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/272738/top-10-
chemical-companies-worldwide-market-value-2013/
https://www.rolandberger.com/en/Search.html
http://www.smartworkforcestrategies.com/
Portals/0/documents/LostKnowledge/
DeLong.AStrategicFram.1B8CD.pdf
https://chemicalparks.eu/
http://www.cefic.org/Facts-and-Figures/
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Deadly cloud 
over Seveso 

On July 10, we observe the 40th anniversary of an 
explosion at a northern Italian chemical plant on 
the outskirts of a town called Meda. It went down 
in history as the “Seveso disaster,” which lent its 
name to the EU industrial safety regulations now 
known as the Seveso II Directive.
If people hear the name today, they either connect 
it with these positive changes to industrial policies 
or to the horrific disaster, named Seveso after the 
most affected municipality. What happened?
Around midday, the explosion occurred in the 
reactor of the ICMESA chemical plant. It led 
to a release of a toxic cloud containing TCDD 
(2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin), one of the 
most toxic man-made chemicals (it was a signifi-
cant contaminant in Agent Orange).
Seveso had a population of 17,000 in 1976. They 
did not think of this plant as a source of risk nor 
did they know about the kind of chemicals being 
produced there. All that changed on July 10, when 
they were exposed to the highest known exposure 
of humans to dioxin. First, animals began to die. 
Around 3,300 in the first few days! It was four days 
before people began to feel the effects too — includ-
ing “nausea, blurred vision and, especially among 
children, skin sores known as chloracne” — and, 
shockingly, this was weeks before the town itself 
was evacuated.
In this aspect, Seveso resembles Bhopal. But 
the mobilization and reaction of officials after 

the event was diametrically opposed. People 
were compensated, workers redeployed, the site 
cleaned, 80,000 animals slaughtered to prevent 
contamination of the food chain and the soil was 
decontaminated. The site has been turned into a 
public oak forest park.
In Bhopal, people died. In the Seveso disaster, no 
one died, but there were victims. Many people, 
most of them children, were affected by chloracne.
Let’s hope that the responsibility of companies, 
public awareness as well as rules and legislation 
such as the Seveso Directive will prevent disasters 
like this from happening and help HSE profession-
als to deal with them in case they occur.

Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seveso_disaster  
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Remembering the 
Apollo refinery 

“To live in hearts we leave behind is not to die.” —Thomas Campbell
The operation of the current refinery  in Bratislava, Slovakia (Slovnaft)  
began in 1957, but the history of the refining industry in Bratislava 
dates back to 1895. In 1895, the Municipal Council gave its consent to 
construct a mineral oil refinery on the left bank of the Danube River. 
It was called Apollo, after the mythological Greek god.
Unfortunately, it was bombed on June 16, 1944. At that time, mineral 
oils were refined there and petrol, kerosene, paraffin, candles, 
Vaseline, tar and even artificial ice were produced. But during the 
Second World War, Nazi Germany, Slovakia’s official ally, controlled 
the production, and the refining of fuel and oil was used to produce 
fuels for their army.
American B-24 bombers dropped more than 60 tons of bombs on the 
Apollo refinery to cut off retreating Germans from their supplies, and 
while the objective was met, the imprecise nature of bombers and 
the bombing instruments at the time caused tremendous damage to 
port installations and the city as well.
This loss of infrastructure and property was also accompanied by 
loss of human lives. Not even the bomb shelter helped. Seventy-four 
employees died and there were also casualties among the local popu-
lation.
The new refinery was relocated and named Slovnaft refinery. It 
mainly processes Russian crude from the Druzhba Crude Pipeline. 
Also, to commemorate the victims, Bratislava’s fifth bridge, finished 
in 2005 near the original site, was named Apollo.
It is important to remember the past and learn from it.

“To those who died,
we remember;
to those who survived,
we hear you;
to future generations,
let us never forget.”
Elie Wiesel



The story of the first  
major corpor@te university  

Corporate universities have 
undergone considerable changes 
since the 1950s, when General 
Electric first founded “Croton-
ville,” the company’s Leadership 
Centre, to train its managers and 
ensure capability building. 
At that time, General Electric was 
expanding, but president Ralph 
Cordiner felt that the numbers of 
high-quality trained managers 
were decreasing. “Great leaders 
are made, not born.” He decided 
to establish a training centre 48 
kilometres from New York City. 
The first seminar it offered was a 
far cry from the standards of our 
modern, fast, technical era. It 
was 13 weeks long, but it paid off. 
Future CEO Reginald Jones (42-
year overall career with GE) was 
one of the students. His quote 
speaks for itself: 
“What will be expected of man-
agers in the future? Intellectual 
breadth, strategic capability, 
social sensitivity, political so-
phistication, world-mindedness, 
and above all, a capacity to 
keep their poise amid the cross-
currents of change.” 
Nowadays, this huge (238,765 
square metres) management de-

velopment centre includes two 
classroom buildings, a dormitory 
containing 188 rooms, a dining 
facility, a fully equipped gym, 
meeting areas and a converted 
farmhouse known informally 
as the “White House,” which is 
used for after-hours socialising 
by attendees. 
Every year, around 9,000 man-
agers and executives attend the 
courses. What is the goal? To 
achieve Six Sigma Quality. As 
GE’s website states, Six Sigma is 
not a secret society, a slogan or a 
cliché. 
Many stories are going around 
about this centre and its rules. 
An entire episode of the award-
winning TV show 30 Rock 
centred on them and mocked Six 
Sigma’s concept as: “teamwork, 
insight, brutality, male enhance-
ment, hand-shake-fullness, and 
play-hard.” 
The truth is, it is not easy to 
keep pace among such large 

companies in this rapidly chang-
ing environment. But, in reality, 
what are the key concepts? 
Criteria for Quality: Attributes 
most important to the customer 
Defect: Failing to deliver what 
the customer wants 
Process Capability: What your 
process can deliver 
Variation: What the customer 
sees and feels 
Stable Operations: Ensuring con-
sistent, predictable processes to 
improve what the customer sees 
and feels 
Designing for Six Sigma: Design-
ing to meet customer needs and 
process capability 
So, it is all about investing in 
people and about the processes 
that help managers, executives 
and whole teams to avoid mis-
takes and focus on developing 
the best product and deliver-
ing the best service possible, 
resulting in happy and satisfied 
customers.
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Office design is 
where science 

&
art break even.

There is a strong connection between employees’ 
satisfaction with the work environment and their level 
of engagement. One can say it is like building bridges 
between people and places, senses and spaces. The 
impact of place on the employee can be physical (light, 
the view outside, portable and wearable technology), 
perceptual (attitude, wellbeing), financial (absence, 
turnover, retention; medical costs) and psychological 
(cleanliness, old buildings are not very spacious or 
ecological).
While productivity and psychological perceptions 
are often dependent variables, we can influence 
independent indicators such as furniture, lightning, 
temperature, noise and some spatial variables.
Since the dawn of the white-collar age, office designs 
have overcome changing attitudes: openness versus 
privacy, interaction versus autonomy, the team versus 
individuality. And the demands have changed over 
the years, as Wired magazine describes in an article 
from 23rd March 2009:

3. Action 
Office

(1968)
The American furniture 

company Herman Miller 
created the first modular busi-
ness furniture system, with 
low dividers and flexible work 

surfaces. If you know the 
award-winning TV show 
Mad Men, you know what 

we are talking about. Still in pro-
duction today and widely used, 
you probably know the “Action 
Office” by its generic, more 
sinister name: the cubicle. Even 
designer Robert Propst called 
it “monolithic insanity.” Today, 
many companies are going back 
to the pre-cubicle rows of desks.

4. Cube Farm
(1980)
It’s the cubicle concept taken 
to the extreme and known as 
the “sea of cubicles”. Sounds 
humorous… And you prob-
ably read Dilbert comics, right? 
Cube farms were popular even 
later, in 2000, because of the 
so-called dotcom boom in the 
US. And too many still work in a 
sea of cubicles, despite the clear 
signs of how ineffective they 
are. When you put “effective 
cubicle” into a Google search, 
among the first five results you 
can find sentences such as: “The 
saddest office cubicle we could 
find,” “Workers hate their cubi-
cles,” or “Death of the cubicle.”

5. Virtual Office
(1994)
Ad agency TBWA\Chiat\Day’s LA 
headquarters was a Frank Gehry 
masterpiece. But the interior, 
dreamed up by the company’s 
CEO, was a fiasco. It introduced 
the idea of “hot-desking,” which 
meant that employees had no 
designated desk; you grabbed a 
laptop in the morning and raced 
to claim a seat. People were new 
to this and the company gave 
up on this experiment after four 
years. Yes, Jay Chiat was ahead 
of his time, but we can see it only 
now, when everyone is working 
on their iPad, in company relax 
zones and everyone is crazy 
about Google’s offices full of 
colour, slides, scooters and foos-
ball tables. A great example of 
changing from old ways to new 
and getting used to it (or not), 
is another American TV show, 
Happyish. If the workspace does 
not fit you, you end up being 
“happyish” and somewhat pro-
ductive.

6. Networking
(present)
Over the last decade, furniture 
designers have tried to part the 
sea of cubicles and encourage 
sociability: for example, systems 
with movable, semi-enclosed 
pods and connected desks whose 
shape separate s work areas. We 
are moving to our homes (home 
office), virtual reality (virtual 
offices), startups are using 
business incubators and some 

professionals are skipping it all 
and freelancing.
The role of the workplace is 
evolving and becoming more 
crucial. Some people imagine 40 
years from now as an era where 
the typical 09:00 to 17:00 is a 
thing of the past, as is the tradi-
tional office space. For example, 
according to OECD stats, in the 
year 2000, the average annual 
hours per worker in Korea was 
2,512 and in the year 2014 it was 
2,124 hours. And we can see 
the same declines of more than 
200 hours in Latvia, Iceland, 
Hungary, Austria…
The imagined workplace of 2040 
will be radically different and re-
defined by several factors, Marie 
Puybaraud, expert in the field of 
Workplace Innovation, states in 
her article published at hr.com. 
For example:

1. No set hours as long as  
the work is done. 

2. Networks are fundamental 
– cloud, crowdsourced or 
interactive. 

3. Location change – 
working from home, 
incubators or alternative 
venues. 

4. Well-being – health and 
avoiding burnout will be 
critical.

1. Taylorism
(1904)
American engineer F. Taylor 
crowded workers together in a 
completely open environment 
while bosses looked on from 
private offices, much like on a 
factory floor. While Taylor stands 
behind the birth of industrial 
engineering and the efficiency 
movement, no man is a machine 
and no employee wants to work in 
a lined up row of clerical workers 
in a large room. And if he has to, 
let’s make it as pleasant as we can.

2. Bürolandschaft
(1950)
The German office landscape 
brought socialist values to 
workplaces. The layout stayed 
undivided, but bosses were no 
longer in executive suites, to make 
chatting easier. It was intended 
to provide a more collaborative 
and humane work environment, 
often decorated with plants and 
carpet. Also, the allocation of 
space per employee compared to 
other models was not quite ample, 
but generous. The hope was to 
encourage disclosure and debate.
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We asked two of our own, Event 
Director Peter Grof, responsible for 
partnerships, speaking, exhibiting, 
visiting and media coverage 
requests and Business Development 
Manager Mate Buki, responsible 
for expo & conference sponsorship 
opportunities.

Why
attend the 
Smart Workspace  
Design Summit?

What is the Smart Workspace 

Design Summit about?

Peter: The #SWDS is Europe’s 
premiere workspace market-
place. It is where smart meets 
workspace; where workspace 
meets design. Our event is built 
on “earth, wind & fire” elements 
with a goal of changing the way 
work is done.
Mate: I think the three words of  
the event title tell it all. We would 
like to bring together experts 
from all different areas of NWOW 
to discuss what the workplace of 
the future will look like.
Peter: I agree. The conference in 
itself is a great interactive plat-
form for workplace professionals 
whose need is to get together and 
(forgive me for quoting Apple 
here) “think different” about 
how workplaces are organised, 
equipped, managed and how it 
should be in the future. It’s also 
about how people are central to 
all these initiatives. The exhibi-
tion area will become a lively 
ecosystem of experiential show-
cases, exhibiting companies’ 
presentations, a co-working 
space, free conferences & work-
shops, all taking place in the 
beautiful Zuiveringshal West 
building in Westergasfabriek in 
Amsterdam.

If you had to describe it in three words, what would they be? 

Peter: Thought-provoking, Experiential & Fun. Excuse me for using 
four words. 
Mate: I would say: People, Purpose, Technology.

What can attendees expect at conferences 

that are part of this summit?

Peter: There are two conferences and several workshops planned. 
The main conference will be packed with presentations, case studies 
and visionary talks about workspaces, all delivered by Europe’s top 
workspace professionals.
We’ve also applied the “think different” approach to our meeting 
design. The main conference is planned in a way to support educa-
tion, collaboration and creative thinking. It will become a lively hub 
of discussions, talks and presentations.
I will not say more as to not give away too much of the surprise.
Mate: Indeed, all visitors can look forward to a different approach 
than what they know to design conferences and exhibitions. 150+ 
delegates and 50+ speakers from top companies and organisations 
will provide attendees with a truly transformative experience.
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And what about  
the expo?  
Apart from representing a 
business opportunity and a 
chance to meet new people, 
why shouldn’t you miss the 
chance to exhibit?

Peter: The whole SWDS event 
is designed with exhibitors, 
delegates and visitors in mind, 
exhibition area not excluded. As 
we planned the whole SWDS to 
be an experiential event, so will 
be the exhibition.
The main feature and high-
light of the whole event are 
the three Showcase exhibition 
stands. Well, I shouldn’t call 
them stands, as they are in fact 
spaces for people to engage and 
experience the future of work, 
the future of smart technology 
and the future of design in the 
workspace. The most progres-
sive companies will take part 
and exhibit in these three “walk 
in, touch, feel and experience” 
showcase areas. Furthermore, 
the exhibition floor will be 
populated with various types 
of smaller stands exhibiting 
the latest trends in workspace 
design, technology and smart 
solutions interesting to both 
workplace professionals and the 
design/tech-savvy public.
Mate: This is what I really look 
forward to: meeting all visitors, 
professionals as well as tech 
and design enthusiasts that will 
turn the place into one large co-
working area.
Peter and Mate: We both hope 
all of these interactive experi-
ence-based events, as part of the 
SWDS, will provide all visitors, 
whether facility managers, ar-
chitects, designers, technology 
experts, startups or the general 
public, an experience worth 
coming back for in future years.

One “personal” question – 
what are you most looking 
forward to?
Mate:
The 2016 conference was very 
inspirational and I am looking 
forward to new thought-pro-
voking presentations and case 
studies from our speakers and 
partners.
Peter:
Fast-forward to October 2017, I 
look forward to meeting all the 
professionals and like-minded 
people who want to make our 
workspaces better, more enabled 
and technologically advanced 
ecosystems where work gets 
done, regardless if this is in an 
office or not. I also look forward 
to the whole journey leading up 
to the event as I am sure it will be 
a ride to remember.
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The Rise in 
Smart Wallets
Millennials are overwhelmingly 
digital natives. The research 
found that millennials and 
non-millennials are similar 
in their desire to monitor and 
manage their finances.

VR 
Technology
Meet with your banker’s avatar 
inside a virtual branch, so he 
can present offers and advice, 
show simulations through 
modified, real-time graphics 
based on different parameters, 
etc.
Shipments of VR headsets are 
estimated to increase at a 99 
percent compound annual 
growth rate between 2015 and 
2020, making it a potentially 
$2.8 billion hardware market.

Augmented 
Reality
Tracking your location and 
guiding you to a branch by 
“materialising” your path.
This includes apps that enable 
customers to find the nearest 
branch or ATM; show real-time 
price and detailed information 
on properties for sale; and 
layer in tools like mortgage 
calculations and qualifying 
applications.

BlockChain
Machine-to-machine payment 
using the Bitcoin protocol 
allowing direct payment 
between individuals, also 
supporting micropayments. 
If 2015 was the year of 
blockchain exploration and 
investment, then 2016 will be 
the year of early adoption.
An estimated $75 million was 
invested in blockchain efforts 
specific to capital markets 
in 2015, up from $30 million 
in 2014. By 2019, that figure 
is expected to reach $400 
millions.

93.9% of Gen Y respondents 
have a smartphone

32 33

4
Main Banking 
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Understanding the economy of cybercrime
in the digitally disrupted banking landscape

Tolga Tavlas
Digital Banking Expert 
Unicredit Group, Austria 

One of the main challenges 
Digital Banking professionals 
face is to find the equilib-
rium point between security and 
functionality. At the end of the 
day, we all want to provide the 
best digital banking experience 
in the most secure way. So is this 
possible? I think it is. I like the 
“functional security” expres-
sion, which means security ena-
bling the business, rather than 
disabling it.
If the balance between security 
and functionality is not set well, 
security can become a huge ob-
stacle in front of Digital Banking 
channels. Client engagement, 
and keeping them active, is the 
main target of digital bankers. If 
your security structure does not 
make things easier on your side, 
at that point you should recon-
sider what kind of improvements 
are required.
On the other hand, if your digital 
banking perimeter is not secure 
enough, you may end up with a 
loss of reputation, money and 
business. Security is a journey, 
not a destination. In other words, 
you will always need to do some-
thing about it – like updating 
yourself, your tools and your 

technologies against constantly 
changing threats and the cyber-
crime landscape. And whatever 
you have on your perimeter – 
they should work together, like 
a football team (preferably a 
German national football team; 
they always play the finals at the 
World Cup – regardless of the 
generation!).
Criminals always go where 
people go – this was the first 
thing we learned on the first 
day of Criminology class. The 
criminal mindset is quite simple 
and follows where the money 
goes. When it was asked “why do 
you rob the banks?” to one of the 
most charming and intelligent 
bank robbers, Willie Sutton (who 
had an interesting  forty-years 
criminal career), he answered, 
“because that’s where the money 
is.” Yes, it is that simple... 

As of today, we know that the 
future of banking will be mobile 
– so we can safely estimate that 
mobile will be the target for 
hackers. If you have a look at the 
security trends, you can easily 
see that the variations and types 
of attacks have a very strong 
tendency toward mobile plat-
forms. The most heart-breaking 
fact is that the ability of mobile 
apps developed by fraudsters 
(let’s call them malware) is 
much better than the legitimate 
banking apps (shame on us!). In 
other words, they know more 
about our clients than we do. The 
unfortunate result is that, if you 
heavily rely on client profiling in 
your security perimeter, crimi-
nal activity will be very hard to 
detect.

Insurance fraud trends
Interview with Zurich’s Global 
Head of Counter Fraud

Roland B. Woerner
Global Head 
Counter Fraud GI Claims, Germany 

Alongside the big data & techno-
logical evolution of the insurance 
industry, insurance fraud is also 
changing and adapting to the con-
ditions. To get more insight into 
the current drivers of insurance 
fraud and, consequently, counter-
fraud, we interviewed Roland B. 
Woerner, Global Head of Counter 
Fraud at Zurich Insurance Group. 

1. What are the main areas in 
which insurance fraud (and 
fraud management prac-
tices) have been developing in 
recent years?
In recent years, fraud awareness 
has increased significantly. The 
insurance industry has under-
stood that the losses which arise 
from fraud are huge and have a 
strong negative impact on the 
business operating profit. On 
the other hand, it has become 
clear that a sophisticated fraud 
prevention improves the com-
bined ratio by an important 
one to three percentage points. 
 
2. To what extent have new 

technologies been able to 
improve managing insurance 
fraud? Have they also allowed 
fraud to become prominent?
In addition to the traditional 
methods of fraud detection, such 
as claims handler and loss adjuster 
training, more emphasis is placed 
on the technical support. The 
main objectives are to increase the 
fraud detection rate, to decrease 
the false positives and to stream-
line the claims processes. Mean-
while, most of the insurers have 
come to the understanding that 
without sophisticated automated 
fraud detection, in-depth data 
analysis and innovative software 
tools like meta-search engines, 
fraud fighting will continue to be 
costly and will be a fight with no 
reasonable chance to win.
 
3. How is fraud data processed 
and utilised in order to 
improve fraud prevention?
For the reasons I just mentioned, 
there needs to be a holistic view 
on overall claims data. We should 
see automated fraud detection 

as a claims process optimisation 
service which increases operation-
al effectiveness and decreases loss 
exposure and risk. The feedback/
info-loop to risk management and 
underwriting must be an integral 
part of this. Data analytics is key 
to detect future fraud trends at an 
early stage.
4. How prominent has cross-
border fraud been in the last 
few years? What are the most 
important aspects thereof? 
Unfortunately, the criminals can 
defraud across borders without 
major problems. They operate 
freely organised and foreclosed 
across countries. Local law 
enforcement and local insurers 
are bound by local laws and are 
struggling to stop this phenom-
enon of international crime. Here, 
the insurance industry must 
cooperate much more among the 
organisations and accelerate the 
collaboration with European and 
international institutions such as 
Europol and Interpol. However, 
this is still a challenge and a long 
and stony road.
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1. Cooperate with 
startups and fintech
Sometimes, banks are too busy with customers, which has opened the field 
to new players — alt-lenders. Banks have a lot to learn and they have already 
started toa adapt — with e-commerce, new technology, mobile banking, 
lending platforms, online loans... and also direct collaboration with them.

2. Capitalise on the value of Big 
Data and embrace analytics
The number are amazing for reaching new and profitable customers. With 
the rise of internet in the ‘90s, banks had to change. Now, with the rise of 
sensors, the IOT as well as virtual, mobile and digital technology, they need 
to seize this chance. Monitoring the “life cucle” of the customer, his behavior 
and his relationship with the bank provides a 360-degree view and an op-
portunity for behavior prediction.

3. Adopt digital and holistic services
Delivering value-add products is crucial. Combining digital and physical 
assets can work miracles. A majority of SMEs go to their banking providers for 
loans. But as has been written before, new players are in the game. How can 
they retain their customers? By moving products from classic to tailored. By 
matching channels to each customer. It is not only about branches anymore. 
Be cost effective while you win their hearts.

4. Increase customer loyalty 
by sub-segmentation
Good segmentation leads to:

Acquisition (of new customers)

Cross-Selling (of multiple products)

Retention (identify pain points and make SMEs stay with you)

Collection (good monitoring means reducing credit loss)

5. Be the winner in 
physical meetings
In the words of Urban Bjom, Senior Vice President and Head of HR at Swed-
bank: “Online channels and telephone support are becoming the first bank 
connection, even for SMEs. But in a more similar banking  arena of products 
and offerings, physical meetings demand skills from your Corporate Advisor 
for which customers must be willing to play. That is your biggest challenge.”
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Parking on 
solar panels?

What a 
bright idea!
According to several reports, there 
are going to be 2 billion vehicles on 
the roads by 2035 and the need for in-
frastructure growth will increase. By 
2050, we will need to add 25 million 
paved road lanes. It is expected that 
45,000 – 77,000 km2 of parking 
places will be added to accommodate 
this growth!

This is a real transportation boom. 
Not to rain on this parade, but it does 
come with negatives.
It will increase costs, energy con-
sumption and GHG emissions as well 
as change the landscape.

The shift to sustainable solutions 
is inevitable. That is why Belectric 
and Sun & Life have built the largest 
solar power plant in Saudi Arabia 
to date in Dhahran. 4,500 parking 
spaces are covered with 120,000 
CIS (Copper Indium Selenide) pho-
tovoltaic modules. This large-scale 
power plant is producing electricity 
and feeding it into the public grid. 
In 2015, Bloomberg ranked Belectric 

as the top non-US-based Solar O&M 
Service Provider, and that speaks for 
itself.

Other projects from all around 
the world worth mentioning when 
talking about parking solutions are:

•	 ParkiFi – A real-time parking 
spot platform. Through the use 
of sensors to collect data that 
are stored in the cloud, users can 
find free parking spots easier.

•	 Google Flow – By using hotspots 
and Google maps, users should 
be able to locate available spots.

•	 and many more solar solutions 
like the one in Dhahran. 

Smark (aka smart park) your way to 
the future.

Sources:
www.iea.org
http://www.sunandlife.com/
index-4.php?id=1&p=5&search= 

The Netherlands is 
high on technology

The Netherlands has beaten South 
Korea, becoming the first country 
with a nationwide Internet of Things. 
This low-lying country with around a 
quarter of its territory at sea level aimed 
for high technology and succeeded.
The initial implementation began in 
Rotterdam and The Hague and on 
June 30, KPN, the company behind 
it, announced the deployment of 
a national network based on LoRa 
standard (long range, low data rate) 
wireless access. What are the advan-
tages of LoRa?

•	 a supplement to the existing 2G, 
3G and 4G networks

•	 easily accessible

•	 makes developing smart 
applications and solutions easier

•	 1.5 million devices are already 
connected to it and the number 
will rise

•	 low power and energy 
consumption

•	 cost-effective network

•	 great for logistical processes 
(currently used at Schiphol 
airport and Utrecht central 
station)

We are only at the beginning, but 
the next industrial revolution is 
happening as we speak.
What does it mean for a typical 
citizen?
We will have connected homes and 
connected cars. Buildings we work 
in will be smart. Our gardens will 
be smart too, watering and fertiliz-
ing themselves. Fitness trackers 
will send data to our doctors. Before 
we put on clothes, we will try them 
on digitally in smart mirrors. Our 
devices will be connected to each 
other. And we will store it all in the 
cloud. The analyst firm Gartner says 
that by 2020, there will be over 26 
billion connected devices.
What IoT benefit are you looking 
forward to the most?
Sources:
http://corporate.kpn.com/press/
press-releases/the-netherlands-
has-first-nationwide-lora-network-
for-internet-of-things-.htm
http://www.lora-alliance.org/
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What is that I see in the distance?
Look!

It’s... innovation!
Read about three projects that show that the future 
of road transportation is bright.
 

  What was once on the road  
is now flying in the air.

To quote Doc Brown from the movie Back to the 
Future: “Roads? Where we’re going, we don’t need 
roads.”

The Slovak company Aeromobil wants to provide 
people with an automobile that transforms into 
an airplane within seconds. So far, it seems that 
the project is a success. The current version of this 
prototype, AeroMobil 3.0, incorporates signifi-
cant improvements and has been in testing since 
October 2014.

Other producers of flying cars that literally aim 
high include Zee.Aero (belonging to Google’s co-
founder Larry Page), PAL-V, Terrafugia and many 
more.

 The cars that we were driving are now 
driving themselves.
 
When mentioning Google, we can’t forget about 
the Google self-driving project.
The K.I.T.T. car in the TV series Knight Rider 
was able to communicate and drive on its own. 
Google has been working on this goal since 2009. 
They use special sensors, radars, lasers and soft-
ware that handle the driving. You do not need a 
steering wheel or pedals with this technology.

 Sun rays that we hide from in our cars are 
now powering them.

In one episode, K.I.T.T. was teased about the kind of 
fuel he ran  on: “You run on gas? Not hydrogen or plu-
tonium or something really cool I’ve never heard of?” 
He responded: “My system is largely solar powered 
and recycles 91% of its expended energy, allowing 
a ratio of 167 miles travelled for every gallon of fuel 
burned.”
 
In Norway, they decided that no matter how tall 
the mountain, it cannot block the sun, so they 
built the world’s first solar road in 2014, named 
SolaRoad. It was made using crystalline silicon 
solar cells. The team behind the bike path is the 
Netherlands’ TNO Research Institute. Harvesting 
and converting the power of sun into sustain-
able electricity? Someday they even want to 
power electric vehicles driving on this solar road. 
In our opinion, that is pretty cool.

sources: 
http://www.aeromobil.com
https://www.google.com/selfdrivingcar/
https://www.tno.nl/en/focus-area/energy/
sustainable-energy/smart-energy-system-solutions/
solaroad-combines-road-and-solar-cells/

Aerial picture of Barcelona
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We are already 
living in the

future
Yesterday is history, tomorrow 
is a mystery, today is… already 
the future. This era is moving 
fast. From our workplaces to our 
homes, from our mobiles and 
computers to our cars and air 
or maritime transport, smart 
technology is everywhere.
Just two decades ago, we could 
only read about some of these  
inventions in books or see them 
in movies. Did you know that 
some movies predicted the 
future quite well?
Mobile devices and bluetooth 
technology could be seen in Dick 
Tracy, Forbidden Planet and Star 
Trek. Drones and robots wowed 
audiences in Short Circuit and 
The Terminator. Touch screens 
were presented in Minor-
ity Report and The Hitchhiker’s 
Guide to the Galaxy. Targeted 
smart advertising techniques 
are pictured in movies such as 
the previously mentioned Mi-
nority Report or Blade Runner.
But what about smart technolo-
gies that can be used in cities, 
for example, for transportation? 

The best example is the movie 
Back to the Future. It featured 
hoverboards, video chat, virtual 
reality, the use of alternative 
fuels and even a flying car!
The flying car is the most recur-
ring item. They appeared, or 
better said, flew in movies such 
as Total Recall, The Jetsons, The 
Fifth Element, Men in Black, 
Batman or the latter install-
ments of Harry Potter. Programs 
that can communicate or voice 
recognition systems are no 
shock nowadays, with Siri in 
our phones or speech-to-text 
apps like Dragon Dictation. In 
the seminal work from Stanley 
Kubrick, 2001: A Space Odyssey 
from 1968, an artificial program 
communicated like Siri. Oh, and 
it takes place in space. Space and 
the idea of flying or even living 
on other planets has also been 
tackled by directors and writers, 
for example, in Total Recall or 
Star Trek.
Save your place; the future won’t 
wait.

Lessons 
learned 
Interview with 
the Chief Architect 
of Barcelona, 
the 1st Smart City
 

We conducted an exclusive in-
terview with Vicente Guallart, 
who participated in Barcelona’s 
transformation into a Smart City. 
According to Juniper Research, 
Barcelona is the 1st Smart City 
in the world. We conducted an 
exclusive interview with Vicente 
Guallart, who participated in 
Barcelona’s transformation 
into a Smart City. He was the 
Chief Architect of Barcelona 
City Council from 2011 to 2015. 
The Fleming. team asked him 
about his understanding of the 
Smart Cities concept and what is 
keeping him inspired for future 
creative projects in Barcelona. 

What does the term ‘Smart 
City’ mean to Barcelona? 
This is one name to describe the 
interaction between information 
technologies and cities. Barce-
lona invented the word “Urban-
ism” in the XIX century and has 
always been interested in using 
the best technologies available 
to improve the quality of life in 
cities. 

What are the major benefits of 
the Smart City concept for its 
citizens? 
The first one is that the citizen is 
more connected. But this is only 
the first step. The internet has 
changed our life, but it hasn’t 
changed our cities yet. So in the 
next year, we will see new ideas 
applied to cities. In Barcelona, 
for example, we are eliminating 
space for cars in public spaces, 
extending the sidewalk and 
introducing Wi-Fi in the streets. 
We want to create a city with 
less pollution and more space 
everywhere to promote social 
interaction. 

From your experience 
as Chief Architect of the 
Barcelona City Council, what 
lessons have been learned 
during the city’s develop-
ment? What have been the 
main challenges? 
The main lesson is that cities 
need to break silos in order to re-
invent how they work. The cities 
of the future need integration 
between ecology, technology 
and urbanity. And in general, 
biologists, engineers and archi-
tects are separated into depart-
ments. In Barcelona, we created 
a department called Urban 
Habitat, where all those kinds of 
expertise were integrated, and 
that’s why we have been able to 
develop many innovative pro-
jects. The other big lesson is that 
we need to break the huge cities 
that we have around the globe 
into small parts, the “10-minute 
walk” cities that are the size of 
traditional neighbourhoods, and 
then to transform each unit into 
great inhabitable places. “Cities” 
are too big to be analysed and 
transformed in one shot. 
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The life of the blind 
in a smart city
  
Based on a World Health Organisa-
tion report, 38 million people in the 
world are blind. Furthermore, 110 
million have low vision and are at 
great risk of becoming blind. 
Besides the challenges posed by 
the physical world, they also have 
to learn how to live in the digital 
world. It is truly amazing how much 
technology has progressed in recent 
years. There’s still room for improve-
ment, but so many things are becom-
ing possible these days. Computers 
definitely have changed the lives 
of us all, but the most significant 
changes have been for the lives of 
blind people. So, how does it feel 
to use smart technology as a blind 
person? 
Most people probably are not aware 
of the fact that since 2006, all Mac 
computers have been developed 
with a standard screen reader built 
into them. By simply giving a couple 
of commands to the computer, you 
can turn that feature on and a blind 
person can begin to use it. Techno-
logical innovation has brought some 
positive and incredibly good changes 
for the blind. 
Today, many websites are adapted 
and designed according to accessi-
bility standards. This means a blind 
person is able to surf the internet 
just like anyone else. The internet 
is a great boon for blind people as it 

empowers them to independently 
complete tasks without help from 
others.
We might not notice, but there are 
also many phone apps to help blind 
users with their daily life and open 
them up to a whole new world. I per-
sonally like GeorgiePhone software, 
which helps with everyday tasks. It 
confirms where you are and what is 
around you, provides bus journey 
information, reads print and diary 
dates and much more. I think you’ll 
agree with me when I say that they 
are direct proof that a physical defect 
doesn’t have to be an obstacle to 
gaining knowledge and succeeding 
in life.
When it comes to smart city de-
velopment, the roll-out should be 
progressive in order to make the city 
disabled friendly. 

Installations like remote sensing 
and monitoring devices are used for 
many purposes, but they also alert 
blind people of the location and 
layout of intersections. Other great 
innovations also make the lives of 
blind people a bit easier, like smart 
traffic lights: when a pedestrian light 
turns green, a specific audible signal 
is activated to prompt blind people to 
cross the road.

In your opinion, what has been the most 
innovative idea to be created and further 
implemented in Barcelona Smart City? 
Two ideas: the first one is that information is 
a basic service in the public space along with 
lighting and mobility, so we need to develop 
the public infrastructure of information in 
the public space to offer Wi-Fi to everyone, 
as well as to connect any potential sensor or 
technology that is integrated in the streets. 
The second interesting programme is the 
idea of bringing innovations and access to 
technology to every neighbourhood of the 
city by creating Fab Labs in every district. 

What is keeping you inspired for future 
creative projects in Barcelona? 
We need to transform ideas into reality. We 
have defined the idea of Barcelona becom-
ing a self-sufficient city,– within the next 40 
years a city able to produce all the energy 
it needs, as well as food and things inside 
the city. We need to make cities productive 
again in order to empower their citizens. So, 
we need to make those ideas possible, and 
we are working hard in this direction.
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Innovation is in the air 
and the sky’s the limit
An Interview with Juraj Vaculik, 
CEO and Co-founder of Aeromobil

The first prototypes of autonomous 
cars appeared in the 1980s, but 
they had a long road ahead of them. 
Aeromobil is a unique combination 
of car and airplane – a truly flying 
car. The launch is planned in 2017, 
so we are just in time to bring you an 
exclusive interview with Mr Vaculik, 
who attended a stream with Dirk 
Ahlborn, CEO of Hyperloop Trans-
portation Technology, Štefan Rosina 
from Matador Group and Ivan Hodač 
from the Aspen Institute at the Tatra 
Summit conference in Bratislava, 
Slovakia.

What motivated you to attend the 
Tatra Summit conference and 
how do you like the atmosphere?

I like it very much; it is already my 
second time. I visited Tatra Summit 
last year and I came because first of 
all, we got a very nice invitation, but 
more importantly with Aeromobil 
we are trying to represent Slovakia 
as an innovative culture and country 
with global ambitions and I think 
this is the right place to be with our 
product, promoting not only our 
own venture and our own disruptive 
technologies, but at the same time 
the quality, people and Slovakia as 
a country that is able to offer some 
really big initiatives in transporta-

tion to the global market. These are 
just some of many more reasons why 
we are here.  

And do you see yourself as 
the flagship of innovation in 
Slovakia, representing it as a 
country producing such forward-
thinking products?

Definitely we feel the responsibil-
ity and this is not only as a private 
venture – we are supported by the 
government – and we are somehow 
becoming one of the symbols of the 
new Slovakia, but we are not the 
only ones, and I must say that there 
are so many really amazing compa-
nies here such as Sygic, ESET, Pixel 
Federation and many others. But of 
course a flying car is such a, let’s say, 
Hollywood style project that it at-
tracts a lot of media… But definitely 
we feel this responsibility to promote 
not just our own venture, but also the 
country.

Was it always your dream to 
someday build a flying car, or 
where did this idea come from?

The original idea was not mine, but 
my co-founder Stefan Klein’s, who 
has been dreaming about a flying 
car since his university studies. As 

we are former schoolmates, we have 
known each other for 27 years – and 
for 20 years, it was just his private 
vision and dream but with no busi-
ness background or any real project 
in hand. Then we joined forces in 
2010 and built the company, start-
ing a new era of Aeromobil, taking it 
from a visionary idea accompanied 
by very intricate planning and 
thought over 20 years to a serious 
business that we are trying to build.

And does the Tatra Summit help 
you with the networking needed 
in connection with your further 
business growth?

Of course it is the right place – with 
a lot of the right people visiting this 
event – so definitely it makes sense 
for us to talk to potential partners; 
even in our panel there was Mr 
Rosina, with whom we have already 
started some cooperation. Definitely 

we need to talk together and find a 
way to cooperate, and this kind of 
event is very dependable and makes 
sense for us. Of course it is not the 
only one; just tonight I came back 
from the NATRANS Expo in Abu 
Dhabi. We are attending lot of events 
around the world. Of course we are 
picking the right ones because it’s 
not possible to attend all of them, but 
it is part of our business. 

And which stream was the 
most interesting one for you 
personally?

I really liked the panel about in-
vestment and that our public and 
private sector should cooperate;  it 
is exactly what we deeply believe 
- that this kind of really disruptive 
infrastructure project could be 
done properly only once the private 
and public sector functionally work 
closely together. 
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Top 5 
Medical Devices
changing healthcare in 2016

The intelligent  
Asthma Management 
Kit (ADAMM)
ADAMM will benefit the 300 Million 
people globally who have asthma.

The Valedo 
Back Therapy Kit
The Valedo was engineered for 
patients who experience lower back 
pain or related complications.

Healthpatch MD 
Smart Medical 
Devices
The Health Patch MD is a 
new technology for healthcare 
professionals to be able to keep 
tabs on the vital information of their patients.

Helius  
by Proteus Digital Health
The Hedius is a consumable pill that is 
able to keep track of very important health 
information of the person who has taken it.

Smart Contact Lenses
The technology is emerging to take  
the tears in a person’s eye and measure 
the glucose levels that are present.
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Managing  
negative  
feedback  
like a pro 
Last year Outreach attendees had 
been asking our experts on how 
to deal with negative product 
reviews. This is a truly sensitive 
and important question, and in 
this article, you’ll get the answer 
on how to prevent negative 
reviews, why some of them are 
good and how to handle a disap-
pointed customer and boost your 
company’s reputation.
Every business desires a flawless 
reputation. This is critical if you 
do e-commerce. In the race to 
have zero negative feedback, 
companies forget that a negative 
review is a totally normal thing.
The biggest problem with 
companies is that they focus on 
things out of their control, like, 
customer actions. Your buyers 
have different expectations and 
you cannot completely predict 
how they will react. So instead, 
focus your efforts on what you 
can control: quality of your 
product or service and your reac-
tion to what people are saying.

How to 
prevent 
getting 
negative 
feedback
The first way is too obvious, 
which is why most companies 
don’t pay proper attention 
to it—delivering a great 
product with a great 
service in the first place. 
Roughly, 95% of satisfying 
your customers depends 
on your ability to fulfill a 
promise.  
The second way, I personally 
encountered, is to stimulate 
people to write a review. 
When I received an order 
from eBay, I found a sweet and 
honest note from the seller 
which said:
Thank you for buying our 
product. As a seller on eBay, 
our business is completely 
dependent on the customer’s 
rating, which is why we 
strive to make your shopping 
experience with us as great as 
possible. If you are completely 
satisfied, please give us a 
5-star rating, but if something 
went wrong, please contact 

us directly first at *email@
address*, we will fix the 
problem as soon as possible. 
Thank you.
There are always risks that 
are out of the seller’s control, 
e.g., the delivery company 
lost, damaged, or mixed up an 
item. The company encour-
aged its customers to write 
any kind of reviews with a 
small difference: all negative 
feedback had to be resolved 
privately between customer 
and seller.
You have probably noticed 
that some products have sus-
piciously positive “rainbow 
unicorn” feedback. In the 
world of imperfection, it may 
scare your buyers because 
they will think those reviews 
are fake. Therefore, some-
times small insignificant 
flaws can actually add trust to 
the product. This way, it gives 
people a reason to consider 
your product seriously.
But when the flaw is pretty big 
(and reasonable)—take it as a 
source of priceless informa-
tion that will help improve 
your product. Look how 
Facebook improves its secu-
rity by utilising a Bug Bounty 
Programme: they encourage 
users to find bugs and reward 
them.

What to do if you 
received a public 
negative review

There are plenty of platforms 
where people can share their 
experience: Facebook, Twitter, 
Tripadvisor, Amazon, eBay, Yelp, 
etc. Your task as a manager is to 
constantly monitor the field to 
know when somebody mentions 
your name. To spot any message 

regarding your business, set 
Google Alerts, Social Mention, or 
any other tool.
If you are a “lucky” receiver of 
negative feedback, first and 
foremost check if the review is 
genuine.

Generally, fake reviews have the 
following characteristics:

A The review doesn’t state 
the concrete problem, it 

is vague and is mostly built with 
emotion.

B Check the reviewer’s 
account: when it was 

created—fresh accounts might 
indicate a fraud; his review 
history—whether  the reviews 
are similar, all of them are nega-
tive, etc.

C Check if the review has 
similar wording with other 

reviews (Google the phrases)

D The review promotes 
your competitor’s product 

without giving any reasonable 
arguments

If you feel that the comment 
is fake, or its primary purpose 
is to undermine your brand’s 
reputation, ask the reviewer or 
the website to remove it. It is 
not always possible, but worth 
trying. Depending on the sever-
ity of the case, you might want to 
seek legal assistance.

If the review seems genuine, 
here are the recommendations:

1 Respond immediately. The 
earlier you get involved, the 

smaller the scale of the problem 
will be and the more control you 
will get over the situation.

2 Answer publicly. Some 
people argue that it is better 

to reply to a public comment 
in private, but we believe that 
publicity of the case can really 
save your face in the incident. By 
answering publicly, in accord-
ance with other recommenda-
tions, you give people a chance 
to see that you are able to accept 
the criticism with dignity and 
respect the customer.

3 Stay polite no matter what. 
Firing back with emotions 

will only induce more anger 
from the customer’s side and will 
make you look bad in the eyes of 
the other customers.

4 Be ready to admit the 
mistake.

5 Apologise.

6 Don’t defend yourself. Place 
your customer’s interests 

before your business.

7 Aim at solving the problem 
as fast as you can.

8 Offer a compensation if the 
nuisance you caused to the 

customer is too big to ignore

9 After fixing the problem, 
ask the buyer to change the 

review.

Saving reputation is not an 
easy task, but possible if you 
put aside your emotions, think 
objectively and prepare a proper 
plan for handling these sorts of 
situations. From time to time, 
everyone screws up to some 
extent, but the ability to manage 
the situation defines whether 
you are a stable company in the 
long-run or not.
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Interview with

RolandAbi Najem

We had the pleasure of talking 
digital marketing with IT & 
Digital Marketing Consultant 
and noted public speaker Roland 
Abi Najem (Digital Marketing 
Consultant, Ministry of Informa-
tion - Kuwait). In this interview, 
he shares with us the key to 
digital marketing success, the 
top challenges marketers face 
and much more.

What is your advice to 
organisations looking at 
prioritising digital marketing 
growth?

We totally understand that 
nowadays, lots of companies 
have financial difficulties and 
they cannot add more budget to 
their marketing budget so they 
actually have to divide their 
total marketing budget into tra-
ditional marketing and digital 
marketing.
My advice is to make the digital 
marketing budget higher since 
they can always have bigger 
exposure and they can calculate 
their ROI live on digital market-
ing where this option is not 
available for traditional market-
ing, or at least it is available but 
not accurate.

As the digital marketplace 
gets noisier, what are the top 
challenges marketers face 
in running truly engaging 
digital campaigns?

The top challenges  
are as follows:

1. Identifying the right 
audience (age, gender, 
interest, etc).

2. Identifying the right 
platform to target

3. Knowing what the audience 
wants and speaking their 
language

4. Using the latest updates and 
features each social media 
platform provides 

How does digital marketing 
in the Middle East compare to 
the rest of the world?

I guess digital marketing in the 
Middle East is also booming also 
the same as it is for the rest of the 
world, but we have to take into 
considerations the following:

•	Different cultures use different 
social media platforms (for 
example, in Lebanon they 
mainly use Facebook while 
in Kuwait they mainly use 
Twitter, Instagram and 
Snapchat even though both 
countries are in the Middle 
East).

•	 Internet speed is crucial. We 
still have some countries in the 
Middle East where they have 
slow internet connections,  
so mainly companies can’t 
use too many videos in their 
advertisements.

•	 Types of advertisements. For 
example, lots of European 
countries use sexuality (like 
for example, sexy ladies) in 
their ads and videos, while this 
is not recommended in Arab 
countries.

From your experience, what 
do you think is the key to 
digital marketing success?

The key to digital marketing 
success can be summarised by 
the points below:

•	 Understand the mentality of 
different social media plat-
forms and how you can use 
them.

•	 Define your target market and 
know which social media plat-
form they are using.

•	 Content is King! Prepare 
your content –  especially the 
visuals –  and video and make 
sure people engage with your 
content.

•	 Plan your marketing strategy 
very well (including Budget-
ing, Target Audience, Message 
to be delivered, etc).

•	 Set measurable goals.

•	 Create your ads with Call to 
Action messages.

•	 Do Social Media Monitoring 
(Monitor your performance 
and compare it to the competi-
tors and best practice).

•	 Do Social Media Listening 
(Listen to what people are 
talking about your brand and 
about your competitors).

How has social media 
brought the government 
closer to the public, and what 
can we expect in the future?

Social Media broke the ice 
between the government and 
the public and made them closer 
since before traditional media 
(TV, Radio, Newspapers... etc). 
was one-way communication, 
while social media created the 
two-way communication espe-
cially between government and 
the public and we started to have 
influencers from social media 
affecting government decisions.

Do you believe digital 
marketing adoption requires 
a culture change in the 
organisation?

Indeed, digital marketing 
requires lots of culture change 
in the organisation since, for 
example, most of organisations 
have CRM (customer relation 
management) where they 
usually ask their customers if 
they are satisfied or not and get 
their feedback. Now we have 
what we call social CRM, where 
customers don’t wait for organi-
sations to ask if they are satisfied 
or not; they will automatically 
write their feedback on Social 
Media and organisations have 
to follow up these feedback 
and do what we call sentiment 
analysis to analyse what people 
are saying and try to make their 
feedback more positive.
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Pokémon Go
a Social Phenomenon with 
Profound Lessons for Marketers

We understand – writing about the 
latest mobile games from a marketing 
perspective might sound childish, 
trendy or shallow, but as a phenomenon 
that has united people and made them do 
stuff they normally wouldn’t, Pokémon 
Go can be worth looking at. Even just for 
a little while.

If you are curious enough, here are 
some deep lessons on creating a social 
experience, knocking on the door of 
people’s past, proper timing and other 
ideas that worked for the game. And who 
knows, maybe some of them will work 
for you.

Interactive

The lesson is old as a mammoth: interactivity 
raises engagement. The creators made the users 
not just press buttons; they actually made people 
go outside to explore places.

Most of the time, walking on the streets is an auto-
matic activity for ordinary people to get from A to 
B. But Pokémon Go created a new experience – it 
motivated players to do things and visit places that 
they otherwise would not.

The game perfectly combined the digital and real 
world, raising not only involvement but also en-
couraging social interaction with peers.

Social Experience
While we’ve been talking about interactivity as 
person-to-machine communication, social experi-
ence happens between individuals. In a nutshell, 
this term implies any interaction with other 
people. The game unites people in various ways: 
Pokémon battles, game - related gatherings, online 
discussions and so on.

The lesson: since we are all social creatures, com-
munication is essential. It does not necessarily 
mean people should be sharing posts about using 
your product. Your product or related content has 
to be the reason for two or more individuals to talk.

Nostalgia

By using a well-established brand, the game speaks 
to users’ childhood memories and feelings. People 
in their 20s were raised on these TV series. And if 
20 years ago, catching pokémon in real life was a 
dream for many kids, today’s technology has made 
it possible.

Nostalgia is what made this game truly popular. 
Without this factor, the game wouldn’t have 
achieved such success.

The lesson: sometimes it is good to address peo-
ple’s emotions and feelings connected to their past. 
They will feel more connected with your brand. 
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To build the right message that will 
evoke nostalgia, study the generation 
of your target audience, particularly 
the most sensitive periods of their 
lives – their childhood and teenage 
years: what they were doing as kids, 
what books they read, what games 
they played, etc.

But use it sensibly: nostalgia is a 
feeling that marketers embrace 
a lot these days, mainly due to 

remembrance optimism. Eve-
rybody loves to say “Back in my 
days…” from time to time. But 
it does not mean it will work 
every time. Why it works for 
Pokémon is that the nostalgia is 
authentic and perfectly timed. 
Without these two factors, it 
would look fake and cheesy.

The Right Time
Sometimes timing matters the most. 
Pokémon Go did a doubly good job at 
choosing the time to launch.
1. July  is the perfect month for 
people spending hours outside. Feb-
ruary, probably, wouldn’t have been 
as good.
2. The year 2016: most of the people 
who watched the series are in their 
20s or early 30s now. They most 
likely own smartphones.

The lesson: pay attention to every 
small detail. If you decided to release 
a product/update/campaign, check if 
the time is right. For that, again, know 
specifically who your audience is. 

Perfect 
Combination of 
Technologies
This is not about the technology 
itself. This is about the way how you 
combine different technologies. 
Never before had augmented reality 
games been so popular. In Pokémon 
Go, the combination of GPS and 
smartphone camera was just the 
right choice.

And here is the advantage of an aug-
mented reality game: you don’t need 
to have an additional device (e.g., for 
virtual reality). So basically, users 
already had everything they needed 
- a smartphone.

The lesson: don’t overfill your 
product with different features, 
trying to fit all latest technologies. 
Use only the ones that make sense. 
That is why football is still so popular. 
All you need is a ball and few friends 
to have fun. Additional complexity 
will not improve the experience.
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Choosing the right

WMS
for your business

A good warehouse management 
system works like magic in the right 
hands. But with so many WMS out 
there, how do you go about deciding 
which one to use? Here’s what you 
need to look for in a WMS when 
buying one:

The warehousing function today is 
riddled with external challenges. 
The e-commerce revolution has 
effectively inverted the conventional 
warehousing operating model. As 
companies now seek to explore 
strategies to pull product faster to 
consumers and not just the retailers 
faster, technology plays a pivotal role 
in allowing them to do so. With the 
global economy still recovering, it is 
now more important than ever for 
warehousing operations to leverage 
on warehousing management 
systems (WMS) to boost their 
profitability. So how do you start 
looking for that perfect WMS? A 
good WMS will set a benchmark for 
your customer service and will go 
on to define your overall business 
performance. So, here are five 
qualities that you need to look for in 

a WMS:

1. Optimise 
operations:
A good question to ask yourself when 
considering WMS solutions is “How 
well can this WMS streamline our 
business process?”. It is incredibly 
challenging for a company to track 
employees’ productivity and a 
good WMS will provide you with 
unhindered visibility when it comes 
to tracking tasks performed by 
employees, thereby measuring your 
workforce’s efficiency. A good WMS 
maximises the things it can do for 
you while minimising its reliance on 
your resources.

2. Accessibility:
The easier a WMS is to use, the 
lesser time you spend training 
your employees. A better user 
interface will ensure that 
all employees will be able to 
leverage the WMS functionality 
to the fullest.
While choosing a WMS, you need 
to look for coherent dropdown 
menus and descriptive help 
screens which enhance usability. 
Your WMS should allow for 
simplified data entry and report 
creation as well as accurate 
transaction tracking.

3. 360° 
Transaction 
management:
One of the most important 
considerations when choosing 
a WMS is “does the WMS have 
a-door-to door management 
capacity?”. You want a WMS that 
offers transparent transaction 
tracking. It should give you 
explicit details for everything- 
products, employees and 
transactions – every step of 
the way. Having a powerful 
WMS will help you analyse 
employee efficiency and product 
movement effortlessly, thereby 
enabling you to make smarter 
hiring decisions and do better 
product stocking.

4. Flexibility:
Your WMS solution needs to be 
adaptive and scalable with your 
organization’s growth. I must 
also meet future requirements. 
A sure-shot way of ensuring that 
your WMS is built for the future is 
by ascertaining how compatible 
it is with enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) solutions. Most 
companies change ERP’s as 
the scale of their operations 
increase, hence it is crucial that 
your WMS is in tandem with the 
ERP’s that you might use in the 
future. So what you are looking 
for in your WMS is seamless ERP 
integration.

5. ROI:
‘Price is what you pay, value 
is what you get out of it’. 
Functionality, flexibility, 
integration, scalability, ease of 
use and customer support all 
come into play when you decide 
on a WMS. These factors will 
essentially define your WMS’ 
value proposition. Don’t get 
carried away by the appeal of 
lower upfront costs; remember 
that this might ultimately end up 
costing you more in the long run 
if the WMS is unable to keep up 
with your increasing operations 
scale. The overall value of a 
WMS solution is determined by 
its ability to do more for your 
business today.
Investing money and resources 
in a WMS is a significant 
decision, but choosing the right 

system creates opportunities 
you can only dream about now.
Univera is an international 
informatics company based 
out of Turkey that provides AD/
DC (Automatic Defining/ Data 
Collecting) solutions which also 
includes WMS solutions. StokBar 
Panorama, the warehouse and 
manufacturing management 
system by Univera, is one of the 
most competent applications 
in the market today. It boasts 
of an elite clientele with some 
of the world’s largest brands, 
including GSK, JTI, La Lorraine, 
L’Oreal, Mars, Nestle, Nivea, 
Reckitt Benckiser, SC Johnson, 
Turkish Do&Co and Vodafone 
–all using the Panorama 
platform. You can trace both 
potential and existing storage 
in your warehouse via StokBar 
Panorama, which is integrated 
with IoT Technologies.



We are 
Fleming.
We are a Superbrand

We are honoured to announce that Fleming. has been awarded with 
the Business Superbrands Award 2016 for being a model of successful 
development and continuous improvement of brand value. It places 
us among the cream of the crop on the market and makes us one of 
the strongest players among the vast competition. 
Based on a public survey conducted by the reputable agency GfK, the 
Superbrands Awards are bestowed upon the most prestigious B2B 
companies, which are evaluated and awarded by the Brand Business 
Council. Its members belong among the most renowned Slovak 
experts in the field of marketing, advertising and communication. 

With more than 20 years of experience on the market and awarding 
companies in 87 countries, Superbrands is the most recognised 
programme worldwide. 

At Fleming., we highly appreciate this significant prize and will 
do our best to continue in representing the good name of our brand 
to keep up its great reputation and make our customers associate it 
with our exceptional values.

The Fleming. team at the 14th Annual Retail Bankiing Forum
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